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Industry Visionary and Strategist will Share Vital’s Enterprise Imaging Solutions
at HIMSS AsiaPac ‘17
12th September, 2017 – Minnesota, USA – Vital Images’ Chief Information Stategist will address
their Vitrea® modular solutions at the HIMSS AsiaPac ’17 conference. The annual event will be
held September 11-14, at the Marina Bay Sands, Singapore.
Larry Sitka, Vital’s Vice President/CSIO of Enterprise Applications, and pioneer of vendor
neutral archives, will participate throughout the conference located at Vital’s exhibit #317.
“We are looking forward to demonstrating ‘Vitrea’ our modular solution family that orchestrates
data, making it accessible and providing context and clarity of information to the user - the user
being the patient, physician, specialist, IT organisation, modalities, and, of course, Smart
Learning Machines,” says Mr. Sitka. “Vitrea is a singular solution that helps keep clinicians
connected to the ever evolving patient story.”
Vital – a leader in imaging and informatics – offers its solution based on three Vitrea pillars:


Vitrea Connection – the engine that constantly renews and refreshes all relevant
information from disparate sources in real-time and seamlessly delivers it to the
applications at the point of care.



Vitrea Vision – a modular viewing platform that is configured to meet the unique viewing
needs of all users, providing access to relevant images from across the enterprise,
anywhere, anytime.



Vitrea Intelligence – helps imaging leaders run their operations efficiently and costeffectively while ensuring the delivery of quality patient care.

“As a long-term Diamond sponsor, Vital is proud to continue participating in and making a
positive difference to HIMSS and to our diverse range of customers and patients within Asia
Pacific,” explains Dr. Ravi Shrestha, General Manager, Asia Pacific.

About Vital Images:
Vital Images, Inc., a Toshiba Medical company, is a leading provider of diagnostic imaging and
enterprise informatics solutions to help healthcare organisations deliver exceptional care while
optimising resources across multi-facility organisations. The company's solutions are scalable to
meet the unique needs of hospitals and imaging centers and are accessible throughout the
enterprise anytime, anywhere. For more information, visit www.vitalimages.com or join the
conversation on Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook and YouTube.
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